The SLC’s 1-unit, P/NP Writing Workshops offer a rigorous, inclusive learning space for R&C writers to further develop and strengthen their academic voice. Writers will acquire concrete tools and strategies for writing clearly, cogently, and convincingly. Furthermore, they will grow in their understanding of university-level writing conventions, as well as of academic writing expectations at Cal.

**BENEFITS**

- Further solidify skills acquired in R&C courses
- Receive individualized support from thoughtful, experienced workshop facilitators
- Be part of a larger community of academic writers at Cal

**CAL SCHOLARS WRITE:**

**A**

Reading & Composition Skills for the Global Age  
Mondays 1:30-3PM || Location TBA

This workshop is designed to support writers enrolled in R&C-A courses. We will explore in-depth key elements of the academic essay, including thesis, evidence, analysis, structure, style, and stance. Writers will leave with a solid understanding of argumentation as a defining feature of academic writing and the know-how to construct a polished, persuasive essay.

**B**

Research & Composition Skills for the Global Age  
Tuesdays 4-5:30PM || Location TBA

This workshop is designed to support writers enrolled in R&C-B courses. We will further explore and practice strategies for mastering the academic essay. In addition, we will discuss the fundamentals of the research process, from working with sources to locating your project’s intellectual significance. Writers will leave with more confidence in their ability to produce a well-argued, well-supported, and well-written essay.

**SIGN UP**

slc.berkeley.edu/writing  
Click on “R&C Workshops”

**INQUIRIES**

Khuyen V. Nguyen, Ph.D.  
Program Director  
kvn@berkeley.edu